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I.

Introduction

Violence against women, including physical and sexual assaults by strangers and intimate partners,
has a dramatic and often unrecognized impact on the workplace and, consequently, on women’s
economic security. Women all too often lose their jobs after suffering gender-based violence. For
example, a woman who flees her batterer may leave her job because he knows her work address. A
woman who is stalked may leave employment after her stalker tracks her down at work. A woman
whose employer fails to take any action after she complains about a supervisor’s or coworker’s
sexual assault may feel too unsafe to stay on the job. A woman may be fired by her employer
because she misses too many days of work due to medical or legal appointments, or because her
manager is afraid that her batterer would bring violence into the workplace. As a consequence,
gender-based violence survivors previously gainfully employed may find themselves in need of
public assistance. /1/ Employers can, and should, take steps to protect their employees’ physical
safety and to ensure that violence against women does not hinder women’s employment
opportunities. Where employers fail to do so, advocates may use existing laws and evolving legal
theories as a remedy. Legal action may help women maintain their jobs and economic security even
after surviving domestic violence, rape, and sexual assault.
As our nation awakens to the pervasiveness of violence against women, employers are beginning to
recognize that violence against women dramatically affects employee safety and productivity. /2/
Violence against women is the leading cause of physical injury to women. /3/ The Department of
Justice estimates that intimate partners commit over a million violent crimes against women every
year, including assault, rape, and murder. /4/ In the workplace, homicide is the leading cause of
death for women, /5/ and a recent Bureau of Labor Statistics study documents that intimate partners
commit almost one-fifth of those homicides. /6/ Estimates suggest that domestic violence costs
employers $3 -- 5 billion a year in lost work time, increased health care costs, higher turnover, and
lowered productivity. /7/ A recent New York survey found that 54 percent of abused women lose
three days of work per month due to abuse, and 74 percent are harassed by their abusers at work.
/8/ Domestic abuse translates into hundreds of thousands of lost paid days of work every year. /9/
These figures do not begin to address the costs of additional security, liability, and employee
assistance benefits.

Violence impairs women’s job performance and may also hamper a woman’s ability to get and
retain employment. Physical injuries, psychological trauma, and trips to court cause women to miss
days of work. These productivity drains may be heightened by stalking at work, telephone
harassment, threats and assaults on the job, and direct efforts by abusive partners to interfere with
their victims’ education and employment. /10/ In the aftermath of a gender-based violent attack or
sexual assault, dramatically large percentages of women may leave their jobs or be fired. /11/
Violence against women committed in the workplace affects as well a victim’s coworkers, who
may suffer physical and psychological harm caused by witnessing stalking, assaults, and other
security breaches. Employers have begun to respond to these issues by taking direct action to
reduce their costs and protect their employees. /12/
Because gender-based violence is so closely tied to women’s ability to keep and retain
employment, advocates should identify a client’s work history and employment status to ensure
that she has not been doubly victimized. Harassment and abuse in the workplace should not be
blamed on the woman, and she should not suffer adverse job consequences as a result. Advocates
may use the legal tools discussed in this article to safeguard both their clients’ access to economic
stability and their clients’ continuing personal safety.
Under existing and developing areas of the law, employers should take steps to prevent and respond
to violence against women when it affects the workplace. Employers’ obligations arise in two
principal areas: (1) the duty to provide a safe workplace as defined by workplace safety statutes and
common law; and (2) the duty equitably to implement policies for employees who have survived
gender-based violence, as defined by antidiscrimination and common law. /13/

II.

Employer’s Duty to Provide a Safe Workplace

A.

Federal and State Law

1.

Occupational Safety and Health Laws

The federal Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) creates federal standards for
establishing and enforcing workplace safety standards. /14/ Although the OSHA does not
particularize violence-related safety standards, it does require every employer to "furnish to each of
his employees employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that
are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees." /15/ A
"recognized hazard" under this clause, known as the "general duty clause," has been defined as a
condition that is known to be hazardous either by common or actual knowledge in that workplace’s
industry. /16/ The OSHA does not hold employers strictly liable for eliminating all hazardous
conditions; it reaches only those that are feasibly preventable. /17/
Although the OSHA provides no private right of action, it is enforced through the Secretary of
Labor, who may investigate complaints and issue citations for noncompliance. /18/ OSHA citations
specify steps an employer must take to improve the condition, and the Department of Labor levies a
fine. /19/ Since the government can issue a citation based solely on the existence of hazardous

conditions, the OSHA can prevent workplace violence by requiring improvements before an
accident occurs. /20/
The OSHA’s general duty clause has been construed to require employers to take reasonable steps
to protect workers from violent attacks in the workplace, which would include sexual assaults,
whether committed by a stranger, an acquaintance, or an employee’s intimate partner. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration has issued several citations and has imposed fines
on employers for inadequate security resulting in violent incidents, such as apartment-complex
residents’ threats to staff, /21/ assaults by group-home residents, /22/ and assaults by psychiatric
hospital patients. /23/
Analogous state occupational safety laws require employers to maintain a safe workplace.
Employers may be statutorily obligated to provide a "safe and healthful" workplace that gives
employees as much freedom from danger to life, safety, or health as is reasonably possible. /24/ As
with federal law, violating these state laws can result in criminal sanctions, such as fines, as well as
civil liability. /25/
2.

Antidiscrimination Laws

Federal and state antidiscrimination laws, notably Title VII and Title IX, require employers to take
measures to prevent and remedy violent acts such as rape and sexual assault because they interfere
with women’s rights to equal opportunity in the workplace. /26/ Generally antidiscrimination laws
hold employers liable for sexual harassment, /27/ including rape and assaults by agents, /28/ and for
rapes and sexual assaults -- of which the employer knew or should have known and failed to
remedy -- by coworkers or nonemployees such as customers. /29/ These laws may apply to
participants in workfare and job training programs as well. /30/ A single instance of rape or sexual
assault may create a sufficiently severe or pervasive hostile environment to hold an employer liable
for resulting damages. /31/ Employers are obligated to comply evenhandedly with these
antidiscrimination laws regardless of the degree or extent of any relationship the parties to a violent
incident may have had outside the workplace.
Harassers and stalkers should be promptly and appropriately disciplined, and employers should
take any other necessary preventive or remedial measures, including maintaining a documented
policy against gender-based violence, appropriate complaint procedures, and vigorous investigation
and enforcement mechanisms. /32/ If an employer’s actions contributed to an unsafe and sexually
hostile work environment -- for example, if an employer refused to transfer a batterer out of the
department where a woman he batters worked, and he was sexually violent toward her at work -the employer may face liability.
B.

Common Law

Traditional common-law principles require employers to maintain a safe workplace, /33/ which
would include taking adequate measures to prevent gender-based violence such as sexual assault
and domestic abuse. Accordingly, women may have claims against employers when violence

results from the employer’s failure to enforce security measures to keep batterers or stalkers out of
the workplace or to discipline employees who commit sexual assaults. Some of these claims may
be litigated in state and federal court, while others fall within the jurisdiction of the workers’
compensation system. Because workers’ compensation limits the amount of recovery available,
claimants frequently prefer to pursue their claims under common-law and other statutory remedies.
C.

Workers’ Compensation

The state workers’ compensation system may offer a remedy for employees and their surviving
families who suffer employment-related injury and death. /34/ Workers’ compensation provides nofault, generally exclusive coverage for injuries that "arise out of" or occur "in the course of"
employment. /35/
When a covered injury occurs in the workplace, the worker notifies the employer and files a claim
with the state Workers’ Compensation Board. If the employer or its carrier challenges the claim, a
referee or administrative law judge conducts a hearing. Administrative and judicial review is
available. /36/
Due to its nearly exclusive nature, most injuries that are covered by workers’ compensation cannot
be litigated in court. /37/ Even if the injury was not obviously caused by the employee’s work
duties, it may still be covered if the workplace environment increased the likelihood of harm or if
the injury would not have occurred but for the position in which the worker’s job placed her. /38/
Accordingly, plaintiffs have recovered workers’ compensation awards for injuries resulting from
sexual assaults, rapes, and murders of intimate partners that occurred at work. /39/ At least one
state expressly authorizes workers’ compensation awards for psychiatric injuries resulting from
violent acts. /40/
D.

Case Law

While workers’ compensation generally is an exclusive remedy that precludes a plaintiff from
suing her employer in court, it contains exceptions under which plaintiffs may pursue other legal
claims against employers for incidence of workplace violence committed against women. For
example, claims based on sexual assaults by supervisors may fall within the exceptions for
employer-committed intentional injuries or for injuries committed due to the personal animus of a
third person. /41/
1.

Direct Liability

Under common-law agency and respondeat superior doctrines, employers are liable for torts its
employees committed "while acting in the scope of their employment." /42/ These doctrines also
hold employers liable for torts committed outside the scope of employment if the employer
knowingly failed to take prompt and effective remedial action or if the employee "purported to act
or to speak on behalf of the [employer.]" /43/ Applying those principles, employers may be held

liable under tort theories for rapes and sexual assaults committed by supervisors or other employees
if the court determines that the perpetrator was acting in the scope of his employment or acting
within the apparent authority vested by the employer. /44/ These agency principles similarly apply
to hold employers liable under federal and state antidiscrimination laws for rapes and sexual
assaults committed by supervisory-level employees vested with the employer’s authority. /45/
2.

Negligent Hiring and Retention

An employer may be liable for negligently hiring or retaining an employee who is unfit for duty,
even when the employee commits a violent act outside the scope of his employment. A claimant
would have to establish the following five elements to prevail on such a claim: (1) the employee
was unfit for hiring or retention; (2) the employer knew or should have known that the employee
was unfit; (3) the employer could foresee that the employee, through his employment, would come
into contact with the plaintiff under circumstances creating a risk of danger to the plaintiff; (4) the
plaintiff was injured; and (5) the employer’s negligence was the proximate cause of the injury. /46/
Employers may be liable for knowingly hiring and retaining sex offenders who later commit sex
crimes against employees, particularly if they work in positions that would put others at risk. /47/
More generally, employers may be liable for negligently retaining or supervising employees who
commit sexually violent or harassing acts when the employer knew or had reason to know that the
employee might have committed these acts. /48/ Women and advocates should be aware, however,
that employers must not violate other legal obligations, for example, to avoid discriminating against
employees who have a criminal record. /49/ Nonetheless, advocates should be sure that employers
take prompt and effective remedial action when they learn of harassment or potentially violent
behavior by their employees.
E.

Obligation to Enforce Protective Orders

Employers also should diligently respond when employees notify them that they have obtained
protective orders against an abusive partner or someone stalking them. A company’s failure to take
adequate remedial measures after being informed of a protective order may contribute to an
employer’s liability if the woman subsequently is harmed at work by the abuser. Failures may
include ignoring the protective order, allowing the defendant to enter the workplace, or requiring
the woman to continue working with the abuser or stalker. Notice of an existing protective order
also is relevant under antidiscrimination laws, which require employers to take prompt and
effective remedial action against sexual harassment when the employer knew or should have
known of the harassment. /50/
Some states have enacted laws that permit corporations to obtain a restraining order on behalf of an
employee suffering unlawful violence or a credible threat of violence. /51/ These provisions permit
women to obtain the protection a restraining order offers without requiring the woman to obtain the
order herself and sometimes without requiring her to appear in court. /52/ A woman should
consider the benefits of obtaining a protective order without having to appear in court but should
also be aware that the protective order alerts the batterer to the location of her workplace. In cases

in which a corporate protective order makes sense, employers should be strongly cautioned to
respect a woman’s confidentiality and safety to the greatest extent possible.
F.

Unemployment Compensation

Advocates should be aware that women who leave their jobs due to circumstances involving
domestic violence may be eligible for unemployment benefits in some states. /53/ For example, a
recent study conducted by the New York Department of Labor /54/ reveals that women who leave
their jobs due to domestic violence may be eligible for unemployment benefits if they can prove
that their reasons for leaving are "compelling" and with "good cause." /55/ Factors considered in
New York in awarding benefits are (1) whether the claimant had a reasonable fear for her safety;
(2) whether the claimant took reasonable steps to protect herself before separation; and (3) whether
the claimant took reasonable steps to protect her job through discussions with her employer. /56/
Maine also has created an exception under which women who leave employment are not
disqualified from unemployment compensation if "the leaving was necessary to protect the
claimant from domestic abuse and the claimant made all necessary efforts to preserve
the employment." /57/ However, since many states may not yet recognize these exceptions,
advocates should check the laws in their jurisdiction.

III.

Employer’s Duty to Survivors of Gender-Based Violence

In addition to their obligations to maintain safe workplaces, employers may not take adverse job
actions against employees who have suffered gender-based violence.
A.

Antidiscrimination Laws

Existing federal and state antidiscrimination laws may hold employers liable for sexual assaults by
agents and require every employer to take prompt action to prevent and remedy gender-based
violence when the employer knows or should have known of the gender-based violent incident
and/or harassment. /58/ Employers should respond both promptly and equitably to sexual violence
complaints that affect employees and should assure that a woman is not doubly penalized -- first by
being subjected to gender-based violence and/or harassment and second by being forced to suffer
an adverse job consequence. /59/ For example, a woman who complains that she has been the
victim of violence at the hands of a coworker should not be forced to change her job assignment.
B.

Public Policy

Subjecting a woman who has suffered gender-based violence to adverse job consequences also may
violate public policy. Although most employees are "employees at-will," nearly every state has
recognized a public policy exception that prohibits adverse job consequences that contravene public
policy. /60/ While this exception is narrow and has not been construed to cover employers’
responses to gender-based violence, /61/ courts’ analyses may change, particularly in light of

increased awareness of the prevalence and severity of gender-based violence. For example, in 1994,
Congress specifically recognized that all citizens have a civil right to be free from gender-based
violence. /62/ States increasingly are adopting more comprehensive antidomestic violence and
antistalking laws, which buttress our national commitment to ending gender-based violence. /63/
To be consistent with these policies, and to assist employees who are confronting abusive
relationships or who are recovering from sexual assault, women and advocates should encourage
employers to take all reasonable measures to accommodate employees’ requests for time off for
doctors’ appointments, meetings with lawyers, and court appearances.
C.

Victim Protection Laws

Other state statutes require employers to cooperate with the criminal justice system in permitting
women to attend to their legal and medical needs and to pursue claims against their batterers and
other defendants. For example, at least two states prohibit employers from taking adverse job action
against women who testify in criminal court proceedings. /64/ Others laws encourage states or
counties to provide "employer intercession services" to urge employers to cooperate with the
criminal justice system and minimize employees’ loss of employment benefits. /65/

IV.

Conclusion

While many employers’ increasing awareness of domestic violence and other forms of violence
against women mirrors our country’s growing understanding of the problem, in too many cases
women still disproportionately lose employment, and consequently their economic stability and
independence, as a result of violence. Women who suffer adverse job consequences after being
battered or raped should be aware of the legal options available to them. Where women suffer
adverse job consequences due to their employers’ failure appropriately to remedy or to prevent
violent attacks and sexual assaults when the company knew of the risk, advocates should use legal
tools to address inadequate security measures, investigations, and employer policies. As advocates
increasingly apply these principles, employers will be encouraged to take all steps to prevent
gender-based and all other forms of violence in the workplace and thus to create safer workplaces
for all.
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